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INDUSTRIES FAC, S.L.

Continuous weight graders for  legs and shoulders of ham, loins, meats, etc
Fresh, frozen and cured products.
Unloading on ramps, trays, rollers, etc.

.

WEIGHT GRADERS
Weight graders for ham, meat, fish, poultry, etc.

2,3,4,5,6,...grades, output: 800 up to 1500 items/hour.

WEIGHT GRADERS C-2, C-3, C-4 ....



Optional

Optional

WEIGHT GRADERS
Weight graders for ham, meat, fish, poultry, etc.

2,3,4,5,6,...grades, output: 800 up to 1500 items/hour.

The system is made up of two sections. The first is composed of a dynamic weighing unit that records the weight of the item and stores it for future
operations. It then sends an order to ejectors in the second section to divert the item according to its weight. Items travel through both sections on
separate belts. The unit needs an entry belt that carries items to the scales

Printer or labeller.
Scales entry belt  1000x400 mm.
Unloading belts    1000x800 mm.
Roller ramp          1000x800 mm.

Dynamic weighing platform.
Illuminated weighing screen.
Diagnostic test and auto tare.
Control panel and programming touch screen.
Memory for 20 sets of programmes.
Memory of information about the process.
Memory of weight and total number of items.
Memory of weight and number of partial items by grade.
Easy to change programme, no need to stop the machine.
Easy to programme menu whose parameters can be modified by the
operator.
Information check menu in work mode.
Batch formation by item number.
Batch formation by weight.
Configure delivery notes by batch or completed items.
Configure labels by item or batch.
Peripheral RS-232 or Rs485 ports.
Port for sound or light signal.
Series port for printer or labeller.
Integrated PC control system

MODEL CFMODEL C

FAC AND CARD CONTROL PROGRAM

Maximum number of unloads
Weighing capacity
Margin of grades
Margin of error in total

Maximum size of product

Output 800 up to 1500 p/h
10

0-30kg
50gr.
+/-0.2%

Margin of error per piece 1-5 +/- 0.5%
5-10 +/- 0.3%
10-20 +/- 0.2%

Space between loads 1000
800

Scale belt 1000*400
Unload belt 700+1000 per unload*400
Total length 1700+1000 per unload
Total width 850
Total height 2000
Power 0.75kw
Air consumption 10lts/minute

WITH FAC WEIGHING CARD

Maximum number of unloads
Weighing capacity
Margin of grades
Margin of error in total

Maximum size of product

Output 800 up to 1500p/h
10

0-30kg
50gr.
+/-0.2%

Margin of error per piece 1-5 +/- 0.5%
5-10 +/- 0.3%
10-20 +/- 0.2%

Space between loads 1000
800

Scale belt 1000*400
Unload belt 700+1000 per unload*400
Total length 1700+1000 per unload
Total width 850
Total height 2000
Power 0.75kw
Air consumption 10lts/minute

Dynamic weighing platform.
Illuminated weighing screen.
Diagnostic test and auto tare.
Control panel and programming touch screen.
Memory for 20 sets of programmes.
Memory of information about the process.
Memory of weight and total number of items.
Memory of weight and number of partial items by grade.
Easy to change programme, no need to stop the machine.
Easy to programme menu whose parameters can by modified by the
operator.
Information check menu in work mode.
Batch formation by item number.
Batch formation by weight.

C

.
Scales entry belt          1000x400 mm.
Unload trays                1000x800 mm.
Roller ramp                  1000x800 mm.

onfigure delivery notes by batch or completed items.
Configure labels by item or batch.
Peripheral RS-232 or Rs485 ports.
Port for sound or light signal.
Series port for printer or labeller.
Printer or labeller


